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CHARACTERIZING THE NASH AND RAIFFA
BARGAINING SOLUTIONS BY DISAGREEMENT
POINT AXIOMS~`
}fANS PETERS nno ERIC VAN DAMME
Wc providc a new charactcrization of the n-person Nash hargaining solutions which docs
nut invohe Nash's Indcpendence of Irrelevant Alternatives axiom, but mainly uses axioms
which enncern ch:mees in the disagreemem point and Ieave the feasible set fixed. The main
a~inm rcquires a mnvex combination ot a disagreement point and the correspnnding solution
[wiinl to give risc to that same solution Ixlint. Further, we describe hrnv thc disagreement
txlinl approach can hc applied to other hargaining solutions. The main result of the Iatlcr
pan is a first characlerization of the so-called Continuous RaiHa solution.

1. Intrnduction. Starting with Nash ( 1950) it has become customary to formulate
an (n-pcrson) bargaining problem as a pair ( S,d) where S is a convcx set in
n-dimcnsional Euclidcan space, consisting of all utility n-tuples that the players can
obtain by cooperating, and d is a distinguished element of S, representing the
outcome that will prevail when the players do not cooperate. Nash ( 1953) proposed
two procedures to solve the bargaining problem: the noncooperative approach and
the axiomatic mcthod. In the first, one explicitly models the negotiation process as a
noncaoperativc game and solves for the Nash equilibria. Unfortunately, this approach
yiclds inclcterminate results since the solution in general depends on the rules of the
ncgotiation process ( Rubinstein 1982, Moulin 1984, Binmore 1987). Nash describes
thc sccond method as " one states as axioms several properties that it would seem
natural for the solution to have and then one discovers that the axioms actually
dctermine the solution uniquely" ( Nash 1953, p. 129). As is well known, also this
:tpproach is indctermínate as the solution depends on which axioms one considers
natural ( scc Roth 1979 for a survey). Thus, both methods have their drawbacks. In
this paper the axiomatic method is adopted, but our results may also prove relevant
for the strategic approach.

The various bargaining solutions ( i.e. functions that assign an outcome j( S, d) to
any bargaining problem ( S, d)) that have been proposed generally share a number of
properties, such as individual rationality, Pareto optimality, symmetry, and scale
invariance ( independence of the utility representations chosen). Further, for each
solution there is a characterizing axiom which, in combination with the standard
properties, determines the solution uniquely. Usually, this distinguishing axiom describes how the solution should change when the feasible set S varies while the
disagreement outcome d remains fixed. For example, Nash's independence of irrelevant alternatives axiom states that, when T shrinks to S while d remains fixed and
f(T, d) remains fcasible in S, then j(S, d) - f(T, d). The individual monotonícity
axiom of Kalai and Smorodinsky ( 1975) demands that, when more attractive payoffs
hecome available for a player, then, with fixed disagreement outcome, this player

'Reccíved Septemlxr 1989.
AALS l9,40 suhjecr cfassrfrcafion. Primary: 90D12.
IAOR 197.i subjrcr cla.rsificarinn. Main: Games.
OR~MS lnAu 1978 subjecf classijrcmion. Primary: 214 Games~group decisions~cooperative.
K~' nnrrLc Games, n-person ccxiperative, Nash bargaining solutions.
447
03h4-765X~91 ~1f,f1J~0447~S(11.25
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should not receive less utility in the new situation. Perles ancl Maschlcr (19ti I)
consider the situation in which d is given but i[ is still uncertain what the fcasible sct
will be, although Ihe players agree on the various possibilities and the prubabilitics
with which these arise. Their axiom of superadditivity demands that in this case all
players prefer to reach an agreement immediately ( formally, when S' --;S, t;5:,
then j(S, d) ~ rj'(St,
'd) t '-zj'(S2, d)).
In our view, it is at least as natural to require that the solutiun be well-behavcd
when the disagreement outcome varies while the feasible set remains fixed. ln Peters
(1986b), Livne ( 1986, 1989). Chun (1988), Chun and Thomson (1990a, b) and
Thomson ( 1987), several axioms of this variety have been proposcd and alsu uur
axioms are mainly of this type. Our new approach of characterizing bargaining
solutions by axioms concerning the disagreement point has the obvious advantagcs of
leading to new characterizations of solutions while making the role of the disagrecment point more explicit. Maybe even more important is the advantagc uf having
characterizations based on the existence of only one feasible set togethcr with sumc
sets derived from it in a natural way. To see why this is an advantage, notice that
implicit in the axiomatic approach to bargaining as proposcd by Nash is thc assumption that the solution outcome should be independent of all charactcristics uf a
bargaining situation that are not captured by the pair ( S, d). Fur instance, the
conclusion of the independence of irrelevant alternatives axiom formulatcd abovc is
supposed to hold for all bargaining gamcs satisfying the premiscs, cven thuugh thc
shrunken set S may well have arisen from an underlying physical situation that
cannot be obtained by deleting physical alternatives in the situation Icading to T.
Roemer ( 1986) calls this implicit assumption the "Welfarist Axium" and shuws that
the classical results of axiomatic bargaining theory no longer hold without it. Sincc in
this paper it is not our main purpose to propose another [hcory without [hc "Axiom
of Welfarism," we confine ourselves to puinting out that our disagrecmcnt puint
appruach may well serve as a basis for such a theory.
Finally, let us note that the disagreement point approach can serve as a starting
puint of a dynamic theory of bargaining. See, in particular, Furth ( 1988).
The main result of the paper will be a new characterization of the family uf
n-person weighted Nash bargaining solutions in which Nash's indepi:ndcnce uf
irrelevant alternatives axiom is avoided and the main axioms conccrn changes in the
disagrecment point. The axioms and motivations are introduced in ~2, while ~3 is
centered around the characterization result. This characteriza[ion result is pruved fur
the n-pcrson case: ln ~4 we prove a few additional results which are or scem to be
special for the 2-person case. Finally, in ~5, we further expluit our appruach uC
looking at axioms involving changes in the disagreement point. ln particular, wc
proviJe a, as far as we know, first characterization of the su-called Continuous RaIIIa
sulution ( Raifía 1953).
2. The axioms. An (n-person) bargaining set is a sct S c R" which is clused,
cunvex, cumprehensive, and bounded from above, i.e., there exist p E R", c E R,
with' p ~ 0 such that Ep,x, t c for all x e S.Z By BS we denote the family of all
bargaining sets.

' Vectur ineyualities: x~ (~) y it and only if x, , (~) y, fur all i. Similarly fur G and ~.
' We call a set T cumprrhensioe if y E T whenevcr r G y G z and r, z e T. Nute th~l wc Ju nur
require: y G r á z E T~ y E T. Comprehensiveness uf a bargaimng set crn be interprctcd as frce
dispusibility of utility. In somc instances, our results wuuld be ditferenl withuut Ihis risumptiun. Scc, iu
prrticular, lhe sccond part o( 53, and also;4.
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An (n-person) hnr~nining problem is a pair (S, d) where S e BS and d e S. Thc
pc~int d is called the drsrr,Sreement outcrnnc. Note that d is allowed to be on thc
houndary hd(S) of S; this will be the case in particular if S has empty interior. The
sct of all n-person bargaining problems is denoted by B. By (S, d) we denote a
Fcncric hargaining prohlem. If x e S we write

Sr-(yES:y~x}
fc~r the points in ,S that weakly Pareto dominate x. The ( strong) Pareto bnrrndnry of S
is clrnolcd hy P(S):
P{S) - (x E S: Ss ~ (x)).
An (n-pcrson) hnr~aining sohrtron is a map f: B-~ R" with j(S, d) e S for every
(,S, c!) E B. We use j to denote a generic bargaining solution.
The first axiom wc want to introduce is in a sense the "dual" of the superadditivity
azic~m cif Pcrlcs and Maschler described in the Introduction. Suppose that S is given,
and that d' will bc the disagreement point with probability p' (i from a finite index
sct). Supposc that all solution outcomes f(S, d') are equal. So, if thc players only
mcct a(tcr thc disagreement point uncertainty has been resolved, they will always
agree on the same outcome. Will they also agree on this outcome ex ante? Answering
this qucstion afTirmatively corresponds to imposing the following axiom:
Conrerrry (CONV). {d e S: j(S, d) a x) is convex.
This axiom is actually well known: In 2-person bargaining with variable threat
point, togcthcr with a few standard axioms it suffices to guarantee that Nash's thrcat
game (Nash 1953) has an equilibrium (see, for example, Tijs and Jansen 1982). In thc
2-person casc, Nash's solution satisfies this axiom; however, CONV is a surprisingly
strong axiom. lf therc arc more than two bargainers, CONV is inconsistent with thc
following two axioms:
Pt~rcrn Optimolity (PO). f(S,d) e P(S).
.Srrong Indrt~rdunl Rntiona(rty ( SIR). For all i we have f;(S, d) ~ d;, with strict
incquality whcncvcr x, ~ d; for some x e S.
The PO axiom needs no further comment, and SIR adds to the usual individual
rationality requircment an incentive to cooperate for those players who have something positivc to gain.
To prove our claim that CONV, PO, and SIR are inconsistent, Iet f be a solution
satisfying these threc axioms, and let S be the convex hull of the points (0, 0, 0),
(I,0,0), (0, 1,0), (0,0, 1), and (1, 1,0). By PO and SiR the points d-(1,0,0) and
d-(0, l,0) of S result in the outcome f(S,d) ~ ( 1, 1,0), but then CONV implics
j(S, d) -(1, 1,0) for d - (z, 2,0) and this contradicts SIR. Note that this example
uscs the fact that the disagreement point may be a boundary point; it is an open
prol~lcm whcther PO, CONV, and SIR are inconsistent if this is not allowed.
ln our characterization of the weighted Nash solutions we will use an axiom
consiclerably weaker than CONV. Specifically, we will require that a convez combination of a disagreement point and the corresponding solution point give rise to the
same solution point, hence:

Disnsreement Point Cont~exity ( DVEX). For all 0 ré ~.c ~ 1 we have
I(S,N~d f (i -~)f(S,d)) ~j(S.d).

~~()
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This rcyuirement can be motivated as above by referring to exogenous unccrtainty
about the disagreement point.
(Another motivation is obtained by the following informal argument conccrning
endogenous (strategic) uncertainty. Consider a 2-person bargaining proble:m (S, d)
and suppose player 1 firmly adheres to the (PO, SIR) solution f. If f,(S, e) ~ jZ(S, d)
for e s (d t j(S, d))~2, then player 2 has an incentive to behave s[rategically: he
could threaten to toss a coin and to accept f(S, d) if heads come up and to walk away
from the bargaining table in case of tails. By this behaviour the disagrecmcnt point is
effectively converted to e, so player 1 will offer j(S, e) in order to avoid disagrecment,
which is to the advantage of player 2. DVEX excludes manipulating bchaviour of this
kindJ
We will show that, given a list of other reasunable requiremenls, Nash solutions arc
the only ones to satisfy DVEX.
We now introduce our other main axioms.
l~icariance (INV), f(A(S), A(d)) ~ A( j(S, d)) for all positive alïine transfurmations A of R".~
Uisabreement Puint Continuiry (DCONT). For each bargaining set S and evcry
sequence d, d', d 2 , ... in S, if d" -~ d then j(S, d") -. j(S, d).
The Disagreement Point Continuity axiom is a mild regularity reyuircmcnt. Notc
that all axioms hitherto defined essentially refer to only one set of feasible outcumes
S. As usually, axiom 1NV is motivated by the assumption that the playcrs havc vun
Neumann-Morgcnstern utility functions, and hence it only refers to an eyuivalcnce
class of problems without comparing two essentially different problems. The axium
would be acceptable even if one would not accept Roemer's "Welfarist Axiom"
described in the lntroduction. More precisely, Ihe axiom would be acceptable as lung
as it is understood that A(S) and S in its formulation refer to the same physical
situation.
Our final axiom no longer refers to just one feasible set: it also refcrs to S~ but this
set arises naturally from S.
Independence ojNonindicidually Ratiuna! outcomes (INIR). f(S, d) - j(S~, J).
The INIR axiom was first formally discussed in Peters ( 1986b), and amuunts to a
very weak form of Nash's "independence of irrelevant alternatives." Still it is far Irom
being harmless, although many authors assume it to hold ímplicitly by thcir choiccs of
the domain of bargaining problems. For example, Kalai and Smorodinsky (197í,
p. 51~) defend the axiom, or rather their restriction to bargaining problems (S, ~!)
with S s S~, on the ground that "if this ( i.e., S s S~) is na the case, we crut disreburcl
a!! the puints of S that juil [o sutèsfy this cundition ( i.e., of duminating d), hrcuuse it is
iriipussible thut both players wi11 agree to such u soltitiun" (i.c. a nunindividu:~lly
rational solution outcume). Note that actually Kalai and Smorodinsky necd a titrung~r
argument to defend the criterion "S s S~": nonindividually ratiunal outcumcs shuuld
not unly ncvcr occur as solution outcomcs, but thcy should also ncvcr inllu~ncc thc
sulution outcume. This argument exactly amounts ro IN1R.'

~A( x)-(u i x~ t b,, ..., u„x„ t 6„) wi~h a, ~ 0 for all i; A( S) - 1 AI x): x e Sl.
'In more gencral games INIK may no1 bt tntirely cunvincing. Cf. fur rxamplc thc Jixu,~iun un the
NTU-~alue between Ru~h U92i6) and Aumann (1985, 19FW). Fur funher Jixuss~um in thc cau uf
b:,rgaming prublems, ~cn Peiers (19ri6c) and Perles anJ Ma~chler (198U.
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For complctencss' sake we give here the formal definition of
Irrrlcpcnrlcrrce nf Irrelerant Alterrrarir~es (IIA). For all (S, d) and (T, d) in li with
,S c T ancl j(T, d) e S, we have j(S, d) - j(T, d).
For t E R" with t ~ 0 and E;t; - 1 we define the n-person weighted Na.ch bar~arnirr,G .cnlrrlinrr ~ri!!t ~rci,~lt~s t by

( ~. I)
.

(2.2)

N' ( S, d)- argmax n( x; - d; )'',
fES~

wherc

IEI:t

M-{i: y; ~ d; forsome y e S}.

It is straightforward to verify that N' is a well-defined solution which satisfies 11A,
INV, SIR, PO, 1NIR, and DCONT (for verification of the last axiom a little bit more
eflort may hc rcquired). We have already seen that CONV is inconsistent with PO
and SIR for rr ~ 2. Furthcrmore, also if we restrict attention to bargaining problems
whcrc the disagrccmcnt point is not allowed to be a boundary point, then the Nash
solutions still do not satisfy CONV; this can be seen by taking, in the previous
cx,lmplc, points of thc form (1 - a,a,0) and ((3, 1-~i,0) instead of (1,0,0) and
(0, l, (1) as disagrecment points, for suitably chosen a and (3, sufficiently small.
Howcvcr, with thc aid of Lemma 2.1 below it can be shown that N' satisfies DVEX.
Tliis lemma may be well known (cf. Peters 1986a, Lemma 28.14) but for complctencss' sake we provide a proof. !t will be convenient to introduce the following
notation for z, d, r E R" with t as above and with z~ d.
(2.~)

(2.4)

L'(d, Z) ~ SX E R": ~ti(xi - di)(Zi - di)-I - 1~,
1
i

H'(d. z) - {x E R": ~ti(X;' di)(z; - d;)

1

I~ 1 .

l.'(d, z) is a hyperplanc thrtough z and H`(d, z) is an associated halfspace. Let us
call a bargaining problem ( S, d) nondegenerate if x~ d for some x e S. The
following lemma characterizes N` for nondegenerate bargaining problems. Specifically, we have that z - N'(S, d) if and only if L`(d, z) supports S at z.
LrMMA 2.1. Fnr a nondegenerate bargaining probfem (S, d) and z e S we hace rhat
z- N'(S, d) ijand arly if S c H'(d, z).
PRCror. Lct z solve the program ( 2.1) with M ~{1, 2, ... , n}. Then L`(d, z) is the
tmiquc tangcnt hyperplane at z of the set

!x e R": ~(x; - d;)~' ~ ÏI(zi - d;)''}.
`
;
r
tlcnce, S c 1!'(d, z) by a separating hyperplane theorem. To pmve the converse,
note that N'(ll'(d, z), d) - z. Consequently, if z e S and S c H'(d, z), then
N'(.S,d) - z sincc N' satisfies IIA. ~
In the ncxt scctions we use the following notation. If A is an axiom, then we also
writc A fr,r thc class of bargaining solutions satisfying A.
3. Charactcrization of Nash solutions. We first state and prove the main result
of this section, and of the paper. In the second part of the section, we wíll discuss our
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choice of domain (what happens, in par[icular, if also noncumprchensivc problcros
are considered?), and provide a sensitivity analysis with respect to the axiums uscd in
the main theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. j E INV n SIR n 1N1R n DCONT n DVEX if and only if dtere
exists t E R", t ~ 0 with E;t; ~ 1 such that j s N` on B. In por[iculur, lIA e lNV n
S1R n 1N1R n DCONT n DVEX.

For the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need some lemmas.
LEMMA 3.2.

DVEX n SIR c PO.

PROOF. Let (S, d) E B. DVEX implies f(S, f(S, d)) z f(S, d). Pareto optimality
now immediately follows from applying SIR. ~
The folluwing axiom is a considerable strengthening of DVEX.
Disubreement Point Linearity (DLIN). If e~ N.d t(1 - p)j(S, d) with ~ E R and
e E S then f(S, e) - f(S, d).
LEMMA 3.3.

DVEX n DCONT n SIR c DL1N.

PROOF. Let f satisfy DVEX, DCONT, and S1R, and let (S, d) be a bargaining
problem. Let e be as in the statement of DL1N with p. ~ 1(the case p ~c 1 follows
from DVEX). Let M be the subset of players such that i E M if and unly if x, ~ d,
for some x E S. Then note that f;(S, e) s j;(S, d) - d; for all i~ M, in vicw uf S1R.
We want to show that f;(S, e) ffi f;(S, d) also for all i E M.
For all x, y E S, x~ y, write j(x) instead of f(S, x), and let I(x, y) bc thc straight
line through x and y; by [x, y] denote the line segment wi[h endpoints x and y.
Then, for x E S„ define g(x) as the other (i.e. ~ f(x)) point of interscction of
I(d, f(x)) with relbd(S~), i.e. with the boundary of S~ relative to thc IMI-dimcnsional
subspace containing S,. This map is well defined since d is in the intcriur, relint(S,,),
of S~ relative to that same 111-ll-dimensional subspace, and continuuus sincc f is
continuous by DCONT. Since S~ is compact and convex, by Brouwer's fixed point
theorem there exists z E S~ such that g(z) - z. Then z E rclbd(S~) and d E
!(z, j(z)). By PO, d ~ j(z) would imply d- j(z) which cuntradicts d E rclinl(S,J.
Furthcr, d~ z with d~ z would imply z E rclint(S,), also a contradiction. Su we
must havc d E [z, j(z)J, so f(d) ~ j(z) by DVEX. In particular wc also have
r e!(z, f(z)). But then we must have z- e since e e relbd(S,.). So f(c) - f(z) j(d). ~
In his 1953 paper on 2-person cooperative games, Nash justitics his lIA-axiom as
follows: "This axiom is eyuivalcnt to an axiom of 'localization' of thc dcpcndcncc uf
thc sulution point on the shape of the set S.5 The localization of the solutiun point un
the upper right lwundary of S is determined only by the shape of any small segmcnt
of lhe boundary that extends to both sides of it. It does not depend on the rcst of thc
buundary curve" (Nash 1953, p. 138). Formally, one may state this "lucalizatiun"
axiom as fullows ( see also Lcnsberg 1987, p. 953):

Luculizurion (LOC). For problcros (S, d) and (T, d), if U n S - U n T for an opcn
ncighbourhood U of j(S, d), then f(T, d) - f(S, d).
Clearly this axium is closely related to IIA. Huwever, i[ is neithcr wcakcr nur
strunger than IIA. The relationship between the two axioms will be discusscd in mure
~~tail at the end of this section.
SAclurlly, Nash uars " B" insteaJ of our "S".
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It is casy t~ provc that our basic axioms imply LOC:

LI .c~.lA z.4.

DVEY n DCONT n SIR n 1NIR c LOC.

PRCxiF. Assumc (S, d) and (T, d) satisfy the condition stated in LOC, and let e he
a ccmvcx ccimhination of d and j(.S, d) su~ciently close to f(S, d) such that S, - T,..
Such a point e exists in particular since f satísfies PO, see Lemma 3.2. Then from
IN1R ancl j(5,., e) - j(T,., e) we conclude j(S, e) - f(T, e), so j(S, d) - j(T, d)
follciws frcim DLIN (Lcmma 3.3). ~
Wc are now sufTcicntly equipped to prove Theorem 3.1.

PRCxi}- or Tnr-.oaeM 3.1. Let V- {x e R": E;x; 6 1} and write t - j(V,0). By
SIR and Lemma 3.2, t~ 0 and E;t; s 1. Let (S, d) e B. We show that j(S, d) N'(.S, d). We may suppose that S is full-dimensional, i.e. has nonempty interior; if
not, hy INIR of j and N', we can replace S by {x E R": x ~ y for some y e S1. We
may further suppose that d E S`bd(S), for boundary points are taken care of by
DCONT of f and N`: boundary points can be approximated by interior points, so it
is sutficicnt to give the proof for interior disagreement points. ln view of axioms INV
and SIR wc may then assume that d- 0 and f,.(S,d) - 1 for all i. We write
z- N'(.S,rt) ~ 0, and suppress d- 0 from notation: so we write f(S). L'(x),...
instcad of j(.S, 0), 1'(0, x), ... .
By Lemma 2.1, S c H'(z), so f(S) E H'(z). We will first show that actually
j(S) e L'(z). Suppose not ( see Figure 1). Then E;t;f;(S)z; '- Er;z; 1 G 1, so we
can choose an a~ 0 such that E;t;z; 1 G 1 - a, and let T- S n H'((1 - a)z).
Then T coincidcs with S in a neighbourhood of f(S) so that, by LOC (Lemmas 3.3
and 3.4), j(,S) - f(T). Now Lemma 2.1 implies that N'(T) ~(1 - a)z, so that
N'(T) is an interior point of S. This in turn implies that, in a neighbourhood of
N'(T), T coincides with the halfspace N'((1 - a)z). Then INV and the fact that
f(V) - N'(V) imply j(H'((1 - a)z)) - N'(H'((1 - a)z)) s N'(T), hencc, by LOC
of j, f(T) - N`(T). However, N'(T) ~ P(S), in contradiction with PO of f, since
N'(T) - f(T) - j(S). Consequently, f(S) E L'(z) and E;t;z; I- 1.
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Now assume z~ j(S) (- (1, 1,..., 1)) and Ict y - Zz t;j(S) E S. Sincc thc
function h on Rt with h((3) -~-' is strictly convex we have h(;(1) t;(z,)) ~;!r(1)
t Zh(z;) i.e.

y; '~(2 t 2z;)-t c 2 t Zz; '

if z; ~ 1-j;(S)

so that
(3.1)

~t~Y~ t C i t i~r,z~ ~- 1
~
~

if z~ f(S).

Consider the set S' a S n H`(y). Then Lemma 2.1 implies N`(S') - y. Furthcrmore,
S' and S coincide in a neighbourhood of j(S) ~(1, 1,..., 1) in view of (3.1), su that
j(S) ~ j(S') by LOC. However, the previous part of the proof applied to S' implics
j(S') E L`(y), so j(S) E L`(y) but this contradicts (3.1). Consequently, we must have
N`(s) s z - f(s). .
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussiun on, firstly, our chuice
of domain, in par[icular the assumption of comprehensiveness; secondly, the relation
between lIA and the localization axiom LOC; thirdly, the nonredundancy of thc
axioms in Theorem 3.1; and fourthly, related litcrature. Thc sccund point in particular gives rise to a few unsolved problems.
The domain. Our least standard domain requirement is comprehensiveness. AIthough this requirement seems fairly reasonable, it is not innocent. Let us denote by
B~ the family of bargaining problems without the comprehensiveness assumptiun.
The following example shows that, on B-, Lemma 3.3 no longer holds. Anutlicr
notation: "conv" denotes "the convex hull of'.
ExAMPt.e 3.5. Let S - conv{(0, 0), (2, 2), (1, 3)) e B~. Let D-(x: x z(a, a) with
a~ 1). For x ~(a, a), x e D n S, define j(S, x) -(1 t a, 3 - a). Note that
(conv(x, f(S, x)): x e D} is a partition of S so that f can bc extcndcd from D tu S
by the requirement of DVEX. Then j satisfies DVEX, DCONT and S1R but nut
DLIN. (This solution f can be extended to B- in any arbitrary way, as lung as it
satisties DVEX, DCONT, and SIR.)
Let us note that Theorem 3.1 still holds on B- for n- 2, despite the viulatiun u(
Lemma 3.3. For a proof of this fact we refer to the next section (Corollary 4.4). If
n 1 2, then Theorem 3.1 no longer holds without the comprehensiveness assumption,
as is shown by the following example.
~~E~c.aMPUE 3.6. For every d e R3 let H~ be the collection of all hypcrplancs in Rj
through d which contain an z 1 d. !f (S, d) is a bargaining problcm in ll- with S c!i
(ur some it e Hd then we define f(S, d) - N'(S, d) with p -(Z , ;, ; ). Othcrwix let
f(S, d) - Na(S, d) with q ~(„ ~, ~). This f satisfies INV, SIR, INIR, DCON"i', and
UVEX; the easiest way to see this is to note that buth N~ and N`~ satitify th~s~
axioms, and that none of the axioms involves a comparison betwecn bargaining
prublems belonging to both classes distinguished in the definition of f. For thc
upposite reason, j dces not satisfy IIA: e.g. take an (S, d) contained in sume
hyperplane in H" so that f(S, d) - N'(S, d) and s~ch that f(S, d)~ N"(S, rl ), and
ncxt consider (T, d) where T~{x e R~: z~ y for some y e S). Thcn S c T and
j(T, d) - Ny(T, d) ~ Ny(S, d) where [he last point is in S, but uneyual to f(S, d). Su
we have a violation of IIA.
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As a final rcmark concerning our choice of domain, we note that adding the
fc~llowing asiom makes Theorem 3.1 hold also on the extended class B:
lrulcq~rrrdc~n~c oj Non-Pnrclrr Oprirnal Oulcomes (INPO).
B~, d- c and 1'(S) -!'(T) imply j(S, d) - j(T, e).

For all (S, d), (T, e) E

IIA nrrd 1 nC. We ncxt examine more closely the relation between 11A and LOC.
Uneirr ccrtain lists of additional assumptions, the two axioms are equivalent, e.g. thc
list of conditic~ns in Theorem 3.1. In general, however, this is not the case.
ExAnrrl.F 3.7. Let f be the 2-person bargaining solution on B defined as follows.
Let (S, d) e li ancl let v, w e P(S) n Se be the points with maximal first and
m:lximal sec~nd coordinates, respectively. Then let f(S, d) - e if cr - dr ~ K.Z. - dZ,
ancl Ict j(,S, rl) - k~ otherwise. lt is easily verified that f satisfies IIA but not LOC.
Notc that, on thc cxtcnded class B-, LOC does not imply IIA: see Example 3.fi.
Al~o, it is not harcl to prove that for a solution satisfying the following axiom, IlA and
LOC arc cquivalent, scc e.g. Lensberg (1987, p. 953, Lemma 15).
rr.ncrhlc Sei Coniiruriry (FCONT). Let (S,d),(Sr,d),(SZ,d),... be a sequcncc of
hart;aining prohlcros with S" ~ S in thc Hausdorff metric. Thcn f(S", d) y f(S, d).
Although oftcn taken for granted, FCONT is a quite powerful axiom, and it docs
not fit in our sctup of considering axioms for fixed feasible sets. Our next example
shows that, also on the class B, LOC does not imply IIA. The example, though, is
rather trivial, and we conjecture that, at least for the 2-person case, under very mild
additional conctitions LOC does imply IIA, but as yet we have not been able to make
tliis statement precise. For instanee, we do not know whether PO suffices to obtain
thc implication LOC ~ IIA.
E~cAMrl.r 3.R. To every 2-person problem (S, d) in B such that S is a subset of a
horizontal or vertical straight linc, let j assign the unique Pareto optimal point. To
evcry other problcm (S, d) Ict f assign d. This f satisfies LOC but not IIA.
Tlre n.rioms. The following example briefly shows that none of the axioms in
Thcorcm 3.1 can be omitted: for SIR, DCONT, DVEX, INIR, and INV, see Example
3.9(a), (b). (c), (d), and (e), respectively.
ExAMr~e 3.9. (a) j(S, d) - d for all (S, d) e B.
(b) Lct n- 3 and (S, d) e B: if d is an interior point of S then let j(S, d) z
'
N~(S, d) with p-(„ ;, ;), otherwise let j(S, d) s NQ(S, d) with q-( 2 , ;, .-).
(c) Let n- 2 and Iet j be the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution, which assigns to a
problcm (S, d) the unique Pareto optimal point on the line segmcnt connecting d and
thc utopia point (max(xl: x e S,rl.max{xz: x e Sa)).
(d) Let n- 3 and let j(S, d) - N~(S, d) if there is a constant c with x, - c for all
r E!'(S), Ict j(S, d) - N"(S, d) othcrwise.
(c) Let f be the "Icxicographic egalitarian solution" (cf. Chun and Pcters 19R8).
This solution does satisfy llA.
Aclding an axiom of symmetry (see 65 for the definition in the 2-person case) to the
list o( axioms in Theorcm 3.1 would of course single out the symmetric Nash solution.
Thc question thcn arises whether one or more of the axioms can be dropped. The
answer to this question is negative as regards SIR, DVEX, or INV: cf. Example
~.9(a), (c), or (c). Howcver, the question is open as regards DCONT and 1NIR since
thc corresponding examplcs above are nonsymmetric.
Notc that the conditions in Theorem 3.1, i.e. the five axioms mentioned above,
imply I IA. ln the next scction (Theorem 4.3) we will show that, at Ieast for n 3 2, the
Invariance axiom INV may be weakcned without destroying this implication, even on
thc largcr class B-. Whcthcr a similar result holds if n~ 2(cf. Example 3.9(e)) is
anothcr unsolvcd problem.
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Related literature. Two papers most immediately related [o the prescnt one are
Chun and Thomson (1990a, b). In the first papcr, the authurs cunsidcr an axium
called Disagreement Point Cuncavity (DCAV) which can be seen as thc proper
"dual" of the Supcradditivity aziom of Perles and Maschlcr (1981). ln the presence of
PO and SIR (or also Individual Rationality: f(S,d) ~ d always), this axiom implics
our CONV and DVEX axioms. Under weak additional assumptions, DCAV is
inconsistent with Invariance; in particular, it is not satisfied by the Nash solutiuns. In
the second paper, the same authors obtain a characterization of the (symmctric) Nash
solution which is closely related to ours. The main differences are, firstly, that thcy
use a different relaxation of the Convexity axiom, and secondly, that thcy use a
stronger continuity axiom (called Pareto continuity); the latter enables them to give
an elementary proof that avoids the use of a fixed point argumcnt.
4. The 2-person case. We start with a result for the 2-person case wltich ducs
not generalize to the n-person case: this claim can be verified by cunsidcring the
example in the text following the definition of SIR in ~2. We give Theorem 4.1 not
only because it is special for the 2-person case, but also becausc it may have
interesting consequences in the theory of arbitration games; there, CONV tugether
with a (ew other conditions guarantee the existence of a value. Sce, e.g., Tijs and
Jansen (1982).
THEOREM 4.1. Let n - 2 and !et f be a solution on B- satisfying DVEX, DCONT,
and SIR. Tlten f satisfies CONV.
PROOr. First note that f satisfies PO: this follows from Lemmu 3.2 which can
casily be seen to hold also on B-. Let ( S, d~) and ( S, dZ) bc 2-pcrson bargaining
problcros in B-, with d~ ~ d2. Let us write f(x) instcad of j(S,x), and supposc
f(d') - j(dZ) - y E P(S). Let 0 G N. e 1 and e ~ N.d' t(1 - p.)d~. We have to
prove that j(e) ~ y. Suppose this is not true. Then, in view of DVEX of j, we must
have
(4.1)

[e,f(e)1 n ~d'~y~ ' 0 ` ~e~I(e)~ n (dZ.y~

where [-, .] denotes again a line segment. First note that in view of PO and S1R uf J~,
(4.1) can only hold if d~ ~ dz or d2 ~ d~. Suppose that the latter hulds, and that
f.(e) ~ y2 ( j,(e) ~ y~ can be taken care of in the same way); this can only huld
withuut violation of (4.1) if f(e) lies above I(d',dZ). Then, by DCONT of f, there
must be a puint z on [e, dZ] with f(z) e!(d', dz). So by DVEX, f(dz) - f(z) - y;
and again by DVEX, f(e) - f(d ~) ~ y, contrary to what we asswned. t.
Our next result shows that, for the 2-person case and on B-, thc livc axiums
uccurring in Theorcm 3.1 still imply IIA, even with INV weakened. The weakening ol
Invariance thet we will use is usually called homogeneity ( HOM) and is obtained frum
INV by requiring a~ - uZ ~ ~-. ~ a„ in its definition ( see fuutnote 5). We tirst
prove the fullowing lemma, which for n- 2 partially extends Lcmmas 3.3 and 3.4
to li-.
Lt:MMA 4.2. Let f be a 2-person bu~baining solution sari~jyinb SIR, DVEX, un~l
llCONT on B-. Then j(S, e) ~ f(S, d) jor euery prublem (S, d) in K- und eceiy e E S'
wi the srraiglu line through d and j(S, d) wheneuer d ~ j( S, d) ru~d j( S, d) is nut un
endpuint of P(S). Under the same conditioru, ij f additionally sutiafes INIR uiid (T, d)
is unother problem in B- such that S and T coincide in a neighbuurhuod of j(S, d), tAen
f(T,d) ~ j(S,d).
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PRC)or. Lct (.S, d) and e bc as above. Note that j satisfies PO as well (cf. Lemma
3.2 which also holds on B-). The prcx)f of the first statcment uscs thc same idcas as
thc prcxif of the corrctiponding Lcmma 3.3. Fírst assume that d is an intcrior point of
S and without loss of generality assume that S is compact. For x E S Iet g(x) be
again thc houndary point of S on thc straight line through d and j(S, x) and
different from j(S, x). Thcn it follows that j(S, e) - f(S, d) by using a fixed point
argument in cxactly the samc way as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. If d is not an interior
point of S but j(S, d) is not an endpoint of P(S), then there is an interior point d' of
S on the line scgment connecting d and f(S,d), so that the result follows from
applying the first step to d' rather than d.
In order to prove the second statement of the lemma, we just note tfiát.,it is
sufficient to modify the proof of Lemma 3.4 by replacing DLIN there with the first,
statcment in this lemma. ~
(Actually, we do not really need to use a fixed point argument in the above proof,
but it makes the proof more elegant.) It will be convenient to refcr to the two
implications in Lemma 4.2 as Weak DLIN (WDLIN) and Weak LOC (WLOC),
respectively.

Tf icoRrM 4.3.

For n- 2 and on B~ we hace:
HOM n DVEX n DCONT n SIR n INIR c IfA.

PROOr. Let the 2-pcrson bargaining solution f on B- satisfy the five axioms in the
condition of the theorem. Then, in view of Lemmas 3.2 (which can be seen to hold
also on 14-) and 4.2, j satisfies PO, WDLIN, and WLOC as well. Let (S, d),(T, d) e
B- with S c T and f(T,d) e S. In view of HOM we may assume without loss of
generality that d- 0 and write f(T) instead of f(T, d), etc. We have to prove that
j(.S) - f(T). For this, we may also assume that j(T) ~ 0 for otherwise we are done
in vicw of PO and SIR. We will assume f(S) ~ f(T), say fZ(S) 1 j2(T), and derive a
contradiction.
First note that we may assume that j(S) is not an endpoint of P(S): otherwise we
continuc the proof with some point d' on the line segment connecting 0 and j(T)
with j(.S, d') an interior point of P(S) ( by DCONT) and with f(T, d') - j(T )(by
DVEX).
Next, we start hy considering the case where Bf(S) is an interior point of T for
some B~ 1( see Figure 2). Then BS n T coincides localfy with BS in a neighbourhood of Bf(S) so that j(BS n T) - j(9S) ~ t3f(S) by WLOC and HOM ( note that
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we may apply WLOC since j(BS) is not an endpuint of P((IS)). On the uthcr h:InJ,
j(T ) is an intcrior point of BS so that f!S rl T coincidcs locally with 'l arouncl J( l-).
If f(T) is not an cndpoint of P(T), thcn we may concludc J(t1.S n T) - J(T) by
WLOC. If j(T) happens to be the lower endpoint of P(T), thrn wc can lind ,umc
poínt e on the line segment connecting 0 and j(BS) such that still j(f1.5' n"I', r~) f(BS, e) - Bj(S) by the first part of this paragreph and DVEX, and such that J(7, e)
is above j(T) but still an interior point uf dS. "I'hcn, by WLOC, wc runrludc
f(T, e) - f(BS tl T, e). Altogcther we have f(T) - 9j(S) in thc first case, or )(T, c)
- Bj(S) in the second case, with 6f(S) an interior puint uf T, so a viulatiun of PO.

Next, continue to assume j(S) ~ f(T) and Ict d(a) - aj(T) for 0~ a~ L Thc
previous paragraph of the proof and DVEX imply that, if J'(S, d(a)) ~ J('I') j(T, d(a)), then ef(s, d(a)) ~ T for all B ~ 1. Thcrcforc, DCONT implics that thc
whole segment of P(S) in between j(S) and j(T ) must bclung tu P(T ). Nuw Ict
0~ a~ 1 be such that j(S,d(a)) lies strictly in betwecn J(S) and j(T). "I'hcn
WLOC implies that f(S, d(a)) s j(T, d(a)) - f(T, d), a cuntradictiun. So we mu~t
have j(S) - f(T), and 11A of f. ~
COROLLARY

4.4.

On B- we huce: je INV n DVEX n DCON~~ n INIR n SIR
t~ 0 with t I f t2 - I.

if and ~,rrY ijj- Nr for some

PROOF. Every N' satisfies the axioms in the corollary. Fur thc convcrse, note that
j satisfies IIA by Theorem 4.3. The desired conclusiun is then a Standard result uf
axiomatic bargaining theory (see, e.g., Roth 1979, p. 1G). ~
5. The continuous Raifia solution. In Petcrs (1986b), the disagrcemcnt point
axiom approach was used to obtain characterizations of some of the most well-known
solutions in literature, within one system of axiums. Apart from the symmctric Nash
solution N~ N"~~''iZ~, the following solutions wcre characterized: the KGIG!Smorodi,uky sohttion (Kalai and Smorodinsky 1975), the Kulai-Rosenrha! sulurion
(Kalai and Rosenthal 1978), the egalitarian solutiun (c.g., Kalai 1977), and thc
so-callcd Continuocu RaiJja sulution (Raiffa 1953). In this scction, we limit attcntiun
to this last solution and its characterization. All the solutions mcntiuncd here arc
2-person, symmetric solutions.
Let CR denote the Continuous Raiffa solution. It is defincd as follows. Lct
(S, d) e B and let h(S, d) dcnote the utopia point of (S, d), whcrc h,(S, d) max{x;: x~ d) for i z 1, 2. If d e h(S, d), then let !ts be the (uniquc) sulution uf
the difícrcntial equation dx2,dx1 ~ rt(x) (x in thc intcrior uf S) with R~(dl )- dZ,
where r,(x) is the slope of the straight line through z and h(S, x). Fur this casc
CR(S, d) E P(S) is defined [o be thc limit puinl o( the graph uf R`. Olhctwisc, Ict
CR(S, d) be cqual to the unique Pareto optimal point wcakly dominating d. 1'or
tèchnical details, see Peters (1986b) or Livne (1989).6
Next, we present some additional axioms needed for the characterizatiun uf thc
Continuous Raiffa solution CR. Again, f denotes a gcncric 2-persun bargaining
solution and ( S, d) a generic 2-person bargaining problem in I3. Thc disagrecnrent
poi,tt set of (S, d) with respect to f is the set D(S, d, f) defincd by:
D(S,d, j) a{x e S: f(S,x) - j(,S,d)'.

`'These Iechnicrl derrils are, in particular, well defincJnrss and uniyucnexs. Furlhcr, wc nure th:n nc~
CR-solurion is Ihe "cominuation" of the Krlai-Smorodinaky-wlution. Sec alw Furth f I~18S).
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Dcsagreernent pnint Monotonicity (DMON). If e E S with e, - d, and e~ 1 d~,
thcn f,(S, e) ~ j,(S, d), for i, j- l, 2 with i~ j.
Strong Di.ra~reement point Monntonicity (SDMON).
of "~", but only if such a point f(S, e) exists.

As DMON with "~" instead

DiJjerentiabiliry (DIFF). If D(S, d, f) is the graph of a function on some interval
(a, fl(S, d)] (whcre possibly a--~), then this function is differcntiable.
Disagreernent Pnint .Se1 Irn~ariance (DPSI). If (T,d) e B is problem with {x e T:
x~d}-{xES:x~d),then(xeD(T,d,f):x~d}s{xeD(S,d,f):x~dl.
Svmmenv (SYM). If (S, d) is a symmetric problem, i.e. (S, d) is invariant undcr
intcrchanging thc coorclinatcs, thcn fl(S, d) s j~(S, d).
A few comments on these axioms are in order. The interpretations of (S)DMON
and SYM are obvious; DMON was first formulated by Thomson (]986) and Wakker
(1987). DIFF is mainly a technical requirement, although some justification might be
found by considcring the disagreement point set as a kind of negotiation path: DIFF
then requires smoothness, no sudden changes of direction. The DPSI axiom says that,
if two problems difTer "only" in their individually rational subsets, then their disagrecmcnl point sets should be the samc as far as nonindividually rational points are
concerncd. An informal interpretation might read as follows. Imagine that the set of
disagrccmcnt points Icading to the same solution outcome constitutes somc time
path; thcn DPSI claims that negotiations ("intermediate" disagreement points) in an
carly stage are independent of the precise options attainable in the end, but only
Ncl~Z.liZl typically docs
clrpend on the momcntary utopia point. The Nash solution
other
solutions mentioncd
not have this propcrty ( recall that it satisfies LOC), all the
above do have it. Note that the DPSI axiom involves an implicit comparison of
diflcrent feasible sets in a certain class, and hence does not exclusively concern
changes in the disagreemcnt point.
Wc necd thc following Icmma for the characterization of the Continuous RaifTa
solution. Wc call a solution f Indiuidually Rational (IR) if always f(S,d) 3 d.
Lr.Mr.tA 5.1.

Lct J satisfy PO, INIR, DCONT, and SDMON. l.ct (S, d) hc a

2-person har,r;ainin,r;prnhlem in B containulg more than one Pareto optima! point. Tlren
j satisfres IR, and if h(S, d) 1 d, then on the interna! [d 1, f I(S, d)], D(S, d, j) is the
graph of a strictly incrensing firnction.

Pleoot. By INIR, j(S, d) - j(Sa, d), which proves the first statement in the
Icmma. For the sccond statement, suppose h(S, d) ~ d. By PO, IR, and SDMON,
f(.S, d) must hc an interior Pareto optimal point. Let a be an interior number in the
menlioncd intcrval. By SDMON, fl(S,(a,d2)) ~ fl(S,d), and by PO and Individual
Rationalily, wc have j.(S, m(a)) ~ f.(S, d) where m(a) is the upper boundary point
of S with first coordinate a. So by DCONT, PO, and SDMON, there is a unique
aumhcr ti(a) with J(.S,(a, g(a))) - f(S, d). Then g is the desired function. ~
Trn:ciRl..M 5.~. The CnnNnnotrs RaiJja sohrtion CR: B~ R is !!:e unique sohrtion
sarisfi~irrg the rr.rionls DCONT, SDMON, DIFF, PO, INIR, DPSI, INV, and SYM.
PROOr. Wc Icave it to the reader to verify that CR satisfies the eight axioms in
thc thcorem. Src also Pcters (1986b) or Livne (1987). Now let j be a solution
satisfying thc cight axioms, and Ict (S, d) be a 2-pcrson problcm in B. Lct h(.S, d)~ d;
othcrwisc, we arc donc in vicw of PO and the first statement in Lemma 5.1. By INIR,
we may suppcxe that S-(.r e RZ: x z y for some y E S~}, and by Lemma 5.1, we
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have that on the interval [dt, ji(S,d)J, U(S,d, j) is the graph of a strictly incrcasing
function, say j. By DIFF, j must be ditferentiable.
Next consider T-(x e RZ: x~ y for some y in the convcx hull of thc puinlti
c-(dt,lt2(S, d)) and w ~ (!t~(S,d),dZ)). By SYM, INV, PO, and SDMON, wc havc
that D(T, d, j) is the straight line through d and ;(r t w). So by DPSI and UIFF,
the slope of this straight line is exactly the right derivativc of thc fwution j in d,. l3y
noting that this slope is equal to rs.(d) in the definition of thc Cuntinuous Railfa
solution, and so j - R„ we complete the proof. rr
In the above theurem we use eight axioms to characterizc une sulutiun. If wc omit
SYM, thcn still thcre are 2 axioms more than in Thcorem 3.1. Howcvcr, thc result is
tight in the sense that there is no nontrivial relaxation of the axiums without violating
the result ( see Peters 1986b for most of the details). Every axiom in itsclf is quite
weak, and is satisficd by a number of nontrivially different solutions. Furthcrmorc, all
axioms are explicit, whereas many authors rely on one or more implicit axioms,
notably INIR (see our discussion in ~2). Livne ( 1989) providcs another characterization which avoids the use of the technical axiom DIFF. On the other hand, he
implicitly uses the INIR axiom by his choice of dumain. Alsu Livnc uses cight axiums;
the interscction with our set of axioms consists uf: INIR, SDMON, PO, 1NV, SYM.
He further appcals to a stronger continuity axiom, namcly FCONT.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Dave Furth and Bill Zamc
fun c~lpful discussions and remarks.
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